RELATIONSHIP & SEXUAL VIOLENCE

LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS

314-652-3623  *CRIME VICTIM CENTER
816-561-0550  *KANSAS CITY ANTI-VIOLENCE PROJECT
314-531-2003  *SAFE CONNECTIONS
314-270-2155  *STL METRO TRANS UMBRELLA GROUP
314-535-0413  *THE SPOT
314-531-7273  *YWCA WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

800-656-4673  *RAINN-NATIONAL SEXUAL ASSAULT HOTLINE
800-273-8255  *NATIONAL SUICIDE PREVENTION LIFELINE
800-488-7386  *THE TREVOR PROJECT

FOR MORE INFORMATION & RESOURCES VISIT:
RSVPCENTER.WUSTL.EDU
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TO SCHEDULE A CONFIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT WITH RSVP, EMAIL RSVPCENTER@WUSTL.EDU WITH "APPOINTMENT NEEDED" IN THE SUBJECT LINE.